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Abstract 
Margulis number provides useful information about the thin par t of a hyperbolic 
manifold. By Margulis Lemma, we know tha t the Margulis 3-constant exists but 
this number still not yet be discovered. 
This thesis is an exposition of the s tudy of Margulis number according to Shalen 
and Culler. We will demonstrate the largest known Margulis number for closed 
orientable hyperbolic 3-manifold whose first Betti number is at least 3, which is 
proved by Shalen and Culler in 1992. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Margulis number can be used to decompose the thin part of a hyperbolic manifold 
into disjoint cusps and solid tori. Besides, we can also apply the knowledge of 
Margulis number on the thick par t to get a volume estimation of the hyperbolic 
manifold but we will not go through the detail here. 
Throughout the years, many mathematicians such as F.Gehring, G.Martin and 
R. Meyerhoff gave out some lower bound of the volume of an arbi t rary closed ori-
entable hyperbolic 3-manifold and C.Hodgson, J.Weeks have shown that log 3 is 
not Margulis constant, i.e. not a Margulis number for all hyperbolic 3-manifold. 
Recently, Shalen and Culler have finished a lot of works about finding a Margulis 
number of different kind of hyperbolic manifolds. We will exposition their method 
used for closed orientable hyperbolic 3-manifold whose first Betti number is at 
least 3. 
6 
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The main result t ha t we will present is due to Shalen and Culler: 
Theorem 6.3. Let M be closed, orientable hyperbolic 3-manifold such tha t 
rank{Hi(M]Q)) > 3. Then log3 is a Margulis number for M. 
In Chapter 2，we introduce basic knowledge of hyperbolic manifolds, especially 
those related to Margulis number so tha t our discussion will be smoother later. 
Reference of such knowledge can be found in Beardon [6], Fenchel [15], Matsuzaki 
and Taniguchi [21 . 
In Chapter 3’ a family of measures so-called conformal densities for is defined. 
Then the relation of conformal densities and superharmonic functions is studied. 
At the end, we give a description of the important result Theorem 3.2 tha t the 
conformal densities will be a constant multiple of the area density whenever every 
r-invariant positive superharmonic function is constant. This Theorem provides 
us some information about whether the hypothesis of Theorem 4.3 holds. 
In Chapter 4，by making use of Pat terson achievement and some extension of 
Nicholls，Theorem 4.3 which is closely related to the main result can be obtained. 
Theorem 4.3. Let f,7/ G /«som+(IHl3). Suppose T 二�f,"�is discrete and free on 
f and 7]. Suppose every F-invariant conformal densities is a constant multiple of 
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the area density. Then max{d{z, ^{z)), > log 3, for all z in ER 
In Chapter 5, some conditions which ensure the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2 hold 
are found by Shalen and Culler with the knowledge about Bonahon surfaces and 
grided surface. As a result, we can apply Theorem 4.3 when these conditions hold. 
In Chapter 6, we go back to our concerning situtation and consider mainly for 
torsion-free Kleinian group without parabolics. By using previous results, Theo-
rem 6.1 can be proved. 
Theorem 6.1. Let ^ r j e Isom+{m^) with h ^ rj^. Suppose〈《，"〉is tor-
sion free, discrete, topologically tame, noncocompact and contains no parabolics. 
Then max{d{z,^{z)),d{z,r){z))) > log3，Mz 6 H^. 
Then our main result Theorem 6.3 can be proved by applying Theorem 6.1. 
Chapter 2 
Elementary properties and 
notations of Hyperbolic space 
In this chapter, we write down some basic knowledge about hyperbolic space, in-
cluding the definition of thin par t and Margulis number of a hyperbolic manifold. 
Here we use: 
§00 to represent the sphere at infinity; 
皿3 to represent the compactification of H^ with boundary S一 
•) to represent the hyperbolic distance: 
nbhdr{K) to represent the set {x E H^ : d(x, K) < r]. 
9 
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Def in i t ion 2.1. Let K c W ^ , K ^{D. 
K ^s called convex if every line segment with end points in K is contained in K. 
——3 
Let X C IHI , we define the convex hull of X as: 
Def in i t ion 2.2. h^l[X):= 门 K and hull�：二 h^l{X)门蔽 
XcKcM^,Kconvex 
Def in i t ion 2.3. Let 7 G Isom+(E.^), 7 # 1，e〉0. 
Ceil) ：= {xeM^ :d{x,j{x)) <£}. 
Let 7 be a loxodromic element in i.e. 7 has exactly two fixed points 
in §00, be the geodesic joining the fixed points of 7，i.e. the axis of 7 . Then 
we have the following proposition. 
Propos i t i on 2.1. Let 7 G Isorn+{m^) be loxodromic with axis Ay. 
Then 3 j , : [0, 00) —> [0, 00) monotonically increasing continuous such that: 
Proof. Consider upper half-spacc model, by taking conjugation, we may assume 
7((>」)）= k x ^ \ k \ t , |A:| + 1. Then we have d{w,-f{w)) = log(|/c|) = ki, Mw G A^. 
Now let z = G 腿 3. Then the closest point of ^ in A^ is w = (0, + 
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As a result, we have: 
cosh{diz,w)) = y + 1 
and 
CO拳,侧 二 - 伞1) + (祭） 
By the monotonically increasing proper ty of cosh, we can get the result. • 
Remark. We use length(j) to represent the translat ion distance 八(0) on Ay. 
By Proposi t ion (2.1), when 7 is loxodromic element, we have: 
0 if e < length(j) 
“ ( 7 ) = 
退 d � 1 ( c ) � if e > length{j) 
\ 
Let r be a Kleinian group, where Kleinian group is defined as nonelementary 
discrete subgroup of P S L ^ i Q throughout this paper, then we use the following 
conventions: 
A(r) to represent the limit set of F. 
In addit ion if F is torsion free, we use: 
A/(r) to represent the complete hyperbolic 3-manifold H ^ F ; 
A^ (r) to represent inbhdi{hull{A{r))))/r. 
By definition, we have N(T) is a contractible, F-invariant 3-manifold with bound-
ary. 
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Below we prove a proposition which is useful for the decomposition of the thin 
part of a hyperbolic manifold. 
Proposi t ion 2.2. Let H he a maximal abelian subgroup of a torsion free Kleinian 
group r. Then we have either: 
� All the elements of H are loxodromic with same axis. 
� All the elements of H are parabolic with same fixed point. 
In case (i) H is cyclic. 
/rz case(ii) H is cyclic or free ahelian with rank 2. 
H IS called cuspidal subgroup ofT if case(ii) occur. 
Proof. As r is a torsion free Kleinian group, Ii does not contain any elliptic 
element. As H is abelian, all of the elements in H have same fixed points (By 
Theorem 4.3.6，[6]). If the number of fixed points is 1, then all the elements are 
parabolic. If the number of fixed points is 2, then all the elements are loxodromic. 
As a Kleinian group, we must have H is cyclic if H is purely loxodromic and H 
is cyclic or free abelian with rank 2 if is purely parabolic as H is discrete. 
• 
Then we write down some definitions about the thin part of a. hyperbolic manifold. 
Defin i t ion 2.4. Let p e M(r)，where T is a torsion free Kleiman group. 
inf 
short{p) ：= 1 台汗 
oo ^fr = {l} 
V 
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Here shorl{p) is the length of the shortest nontrivial loop based at p. 
Defin i t ion 2.5. Let I c (0, 00), e > 0. 
M/ ( r ) ：二 {p G M{T) : short{p) e I}. 
M(0,e](r) IS called e-thin part of M(F). 
Let M(o.e](r) be the preimage of M(o,e](r) in M^. Then we have: 
� ( r ) = {x em^ : d{x,j{x)) < e for some jeF-{1}} = M 
Let H be a maximal abelian subgroup of F, then { 6 ^ 7 ) } is totally ordered and 
we denote {C,{H)} to be the maximal set. Then we have 
环o’e](r) = U c洲 
maximal abelian 
With the above setting, we can define what Margulis number is. 
Defin i t ion 2.6. e > 0 ts called a Margulis number for M(T) if C,{Hi)r\C,{H2)= 
0，V//i, H2<T maximal abelian, Hi + H2. 
Equivalently, we have: 
Defin i t ion 2.7. e > 0 zs called a Margulis number for M (T) tfm,ax{d{x,^{x)),d{x,ri{x))) > 
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Definit ion 2.8. e > 0 is called 3-dimensional Margulis constant if c is the largest 
number which is a Margulis number for all hyperbolic 3-mamfold. 
Remark. The existance of 3-dimensional Margulis constant is provided by Mar-
gulis Lemma. However this number is not known yet. 
When e is a Margulis number, then M(o，,](r) = | J C,{H)/H. If H 
H<T, maximal abelian 
is in case(i) of Proposition 2.2, then C,{H)/H is either a solid torus or a empty 
set from the point of view of Proposition 2.1. If H is in case(ii), then C人H�/H 
is a cusp. 
Below we define some notations which will appear in the latter chapters. 
Definition 2.9. 7\/〔。〈（巧：= | J C,(//)///； 
H<Ty cuspidal 
^ w ( r ) ：= M/(Co，小 
似[loo)(r):二 M ( r ) —m,(M(Co’〈），-
A7 ( r ) ：二 A^ ( r ) nM/ ( r)； 
:= preimage of Nf{T). 
Definit ion 2.10. Let I be a geodesic in 
观霞 丁1 to denote the element in /som+(IH[3) yjhich is the 180� r o t a t i o n about I. 
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Wc end this chapter by the following Proposition which will be used in the lat ter 
chapters. 
Propos i t ion 2.3. Let f，77 e with no common fixed point in S � . 
Then 3 unique geodesic I = / ( f rj) in such that ti^ti = f—丄 and 777/77 = rj'K 
P^oof. Firstly, we should consider whether the axis of f or 7/ exists or not. If 
the axis exists, then by the requirment, I must be a geodesic prependicular to 
the axis. If the axis does not exists, i.e. the number of fixed point is 1, then 
/ must be a geodesic with tha t fixed point as a end point. So according to the 
type of ^ and 77，I must be a common prependicular geodesic of two geodesies, a 
geodesic with a fixed end point which is prependicular to a fixed geodesic or a 
geodesic connecting two fixed end point. In all these cases, I must be uniquely 
determined. (By Section III.2 [15].) If I is chosen as above, then we can show 
tha t n satisfy the above requirment be taking I as a gcodcsic connecting 0 and 
00 first and checking all cases of ^ and • 
Remark. depends continuously on r]. 
Chapter 3 
Poisson kernel and Conformal 
densities 
In this chapter, we first write down the construction of the Poisson kernel which 
is used in this paper. Then we study the definition of conformal densities bv the 
use of Poisson kernel. After tha t , some corresponding results are demostrated as 
they are important for telling us whether the hypothesis of the theorems used in 
the latter chapters hold. 
16 
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3.1 Poisson kernel 
In this section, we quoto many results about Poisson kernel which arc used in the 
next section. 
Def in i t ion 3.1. We define n : I F x KP x HP IR by: 
no, w) = exp{d{z, w) — d{z', w)). 
Then by considering the Hyperbolic law of cosines: 
cosh a = (cosh 6) (cosh c) - (sinh 6)(sinh c)(cosa) , 
where a, 6，c are the sides of a hyperbolic triangle and a is the angle opposite to 
a. We can extand IT to obtain another continuous function H. 
Def in i t ion 3.2. We define U : W x W x W R by: 
< 
f f , , � ifweW z ,w) = J 
� (cosh(c / (2 , z')) - sinh(d(z, / ) ) zw))-^ if w e §oo 
Remark. 11 is invariant under isomerty. 
Now, we define the Poisson kernel P ：二 n|MnxH"xs.o- Then P have the following 
properties: 
L e m m a 3.1. z", 0 = z ' � 认 V^, z'�力 G f G S � . 
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P^oof. Firstly, we know that this property is satisfied when P is replaced by 
n and { is in I F as exponential function satisfy this property. Then, as U is 
continuous, this property is also hold for P with ^ G §oo- • 
Proposi t ion 3.1. P{z, z', o o ) = 纖 , z ' e IF， 
—ere Iw,{z) denote the last coordinate of z in the upper half plane. 
Proof. Let z = {xA),z' = where 工，？ G IT—i, t,t' E (0,oo). Let Wj = 
0，j')’ w'] = (x'，j), V j G N. T h e n bo t h of Wj a nd w'] converge to oo as j goes t o 
oo. As d{z,Wj) = I l o g � I ’ = | log(^) | and lim = 0. We must 
J—>oo J 
have: 
P(之,< oo) = lim exp{d{z, w,) 一 d{z'. w')) = e x p ( l o g - ) = !饥⑷. 
•^一� t Im{z) 
• 
Remark By using isometry, we can find P{z, z', w), Vz, z' G M", lu G Soo. 
We will end this section by stating a relation between Possion kernel and confor-
mal expansion factor. 
Defin i t ion 3.3. Let z G IF，then there is a isometry h that map z to 0 in 
the Poincare model Then the round metric centered at z is the pull-back of the 
Euclidean metric of the boundary S^ ma h. 
Suppose now we have the round metric centered at z and a isometry 7 of 
Then as 7 acts as a conformal map on S⑴，we have: 
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f/7 ： TJSoo) — T^(o(§oo) satisfies | 而 = \ h e 7；(0(§00)， 
where | . | denote the length induced by round metric. 
Remark. A^,, ： S�—(0， o o ) is smooth. is called conformal expansion 
factor of 7 at 
From Lemma 3.4.2 [23], we have a relation between Poisson kernel and conformal 
expansion factor. 
Propos i t ion 3.2. Let z e H ^ ? ^ J«som+(]H[3). Then: 
A)’乂0 = 7 - 1 � , 0 = � , Z�7(0)，Vf G §00. 
3.2 Conformal densities 
In the previous section, we have a discussion on Poisson kernel and conformal 
expansion factors. In this section, we will continuous our discussion by making 
use of Poisson kernel to introduce a family of Borel measures on S � indexed by 
elements of I F . This family of Borel measures is called conformal densities. 
Def in i t ion 3.4. Let n 1 2, n e Z, D G — 1], A D-conformal density for 
= OT- = S �ts a family M = 丄日阿” of finite Borel meo,sures on S � such 
脑 d f i , , = P { z , 2 ： , ， V 之 ， z ' e 肥. 
Remark. Such D is unique and called degree of M when M is nontrivial. 
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The following proposition provide us the existence of conformal density and the 
coincidance of two conformal density which is useful in the proof of the lat ter 
results. 
Proposi t ion 3.3. Let zq e I F ， h e a finite Borel measure on Z) > 0. Then 
there exists unique D-conformal density M 二 � such that 仏� = 
Proof. Uniqueness: As a D-conformal density, the required density must satisfies 
= Je 尸Oo，z, \fz G M", c Soo, measurable. Hence this must be 
unique. 
Existence: We define = f^ P(zo，z,.尸^/仏。，Vz 6 H", E c S ^ , measurable. 
By Lemma 3.1, (丑）二 /丑尸(之0乂.尸办卯=Je PQzq, z, •)�PQz乂御恥= 
\/z e H^, C Soo, measurable. Therefore there exists such 
D-conformal density. • 
Remark. supp{fi,) = sujyp(p八 \jz, z' e HP. We define supp{M) supp{^,) and 
咖）：=Mz(Soo) when M = � is understood. 
Similar as other measures, conformal densities have the following properties: 
(1) U M = 花M-，M' = 托are D-conformal densities, then M + M'= 
("z + is a D-conformal density. 
k 
(ii) If Mi, i = 1. ..”k are D-conformal densities, then ^ M, is a D-conformal 
i二 1 
density. 
(Ill) IfA“（",4^„ is a D-conformal density, / is a continuous and nonncgative 
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function, then N = ( " ; ) � � " with = fd/j, is a Z^-conformal density and 
denoted by dN = fdM. 
Def in i t ion 3.5. Let be area measure determined by round metric centered at 
z with - 1. Then A = is a {n - l)-conformal density and is 
called area density. 
Remark. By Proposition 3.2, area density is really a (n - l)-conformal density. 
Below we introduce the pull-back of a conformal density. 
Propos i t ion 3.4. Let M = he a D-conformal density, 7 :丽“he 
isometry, 
Then ( Y i s also a D-conformal density. 
Proof. Let E C §00 be measurable. Then wc have: 
J E 
= / (consider w = -f{x)) 
Jl{E) 
= / 乂，7 — 1 ( � ) � � ( i ^ ) 
J E 
• 
Re丽k. The resulting D-conformal density is called the pull-back of M and 
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denoted by 7*A/. 
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Propos i t ion 3.5. Let / ： §00 -> [0, 00) be continuous, N = (ju,) be a (n 一 IJ-
conformal density defined by clN = fdA. Define u:W [0, 00) by: 
—、 咖 = ifzew^ 
u[z)= < 
/ � z / z e S o o 
\ 
Then u is continuous. 
/Voo/. Firstly, we have u is continuous on I F already as P is continuous. 
Let fo G §00, OOieN C I F such tha t converge to Then: 
丑⑷= / s o o 々 ， 収 0 ( 0 
可fo) = / ( f o ) = J s � � e r — V K o ) 似 0 ( 0 
可之,':）—可So) = IsJfiO ~ 
Let e � 0 be given. As f is continuous, there exists a neigborhood U of <^0 such 
that : 
/ ( O — /Ko) | < and cos < c < 1, G §00 - U, 
where c is a constant. 
Then 啦 ) - 对 f 。 ） 二 / " ( / � - 知 0 “ 跳 / ( f � ) ) / ^ ( 0 , 知 f广 1跳 ( 
Both terms go to 0 as z goes to 00. (... P(0, z“ 0 0 as z -> 00 when ^ e S ^ - U 
and f is bounded as §00 is compact.) As a result, u is continuous. • 
Apart from Proposition 3.3, the following proposition give us another condition 
about whether two conformal densities coincide. 
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Proposi t ion 3.6. Let M = (/x,) and M' = O ' J be two (n—Vj-conformal densities 
for HP. Suppose Mz(§oo) = a4(Soo)，�z g HP. Then M = M' 
P^oof. Consider Poincare model, then every points of HP can be represented 
uniquely by tO, where t G [0,1), 0 G Let / be a continuous and nonnegative 
function on S^o, N = [fi,) be a (n - l)-conformal density with dji , = f d A � 
Vz G IHP\ Then we have f � f d f i o = ^lim J � b y Proposit ion 3.5. 
By Fubini Theorem, we have: 
I /^(Soo)如⑷二 / [ f�e)p{0,tie)Ti-idAAe)diMO 
JSoo JSoo ^ Soo 
二 / / 认…Aoio) 
JSoo JSoo 
= [ M S o o ) 脚 糊 
Similarly, we have f � f i秦 WoQQ = f s � / 4 ( S o o ) / � t M � � and hence J � / d " � = 
/soo ‘ for any continuous function f on §oo- As a result //• 二 而 and hence 
M = by Proposit ion 3.3. 口 
Now, with Proposit ion 3.3 and 3.6, we know tha t if M = � and M' = ( / / J are 
two ( n - l ) - c on f o rma l densities and either ji^ = for some z or 以S^o) = ^;(Soo) 
for all z holds, then M 二 M'. 
In the rest of this section, wc go back to our concerning case and consider only 
r-invariant conformal densities and give a description of the relation bewteen 
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superharmonic functions and conformal densities. 
Def in i t ion 3.6. M is called T-invariant if 作1 二 M, V 7 G T. 
L e m m a 3.2. If M is r-invariant, then u is also V-invariant. 
Proof. 
'',(7 ⑷）=/ � � ( S o o ) 
=(7—i)Vz(Soo) (... M is r-invariant) 
( . . .7 —l(Soo) 二 Soo) 
=u{z) 
• 
The next two theorems arc the main results of this section. 
Theorem 3.1. Let T < Isom+{m) be nonelementary and discrete. Then every 
nontrivial I"-invariant conformal-density has positive degree. 
/Voo/. Suppose there exists nontrivial F-invariant 0-conformal density M 二 
Then there exists nontrivial F-invariant finite Boreal measure fi on As T is 
nonelementary, there exists a loxodromic element 7 G T . (By Lemma 2.3.1 [21].) 
Let P. Q eS^ be the fixed points of 7, ^ ^ §00 - {P. Q}. Let [/ be a neigh-
borhood of e such that n f / ^ 0, VA: > 0. As // is finite, we must have 
00 
= 0. (Otherwise 椒U�) = 00.) Therefore sujrp{fL) c {P,Q}. (As ^ 
k=0 
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is arbitrary.) As swppi^) c {RQ} , we must have A(r) contains at most three 
points and hence must be exactly two points. (... two loxodromic elements with 
exactly one common fixed point will generate a group which is not discrete, (by 
Theorem 5.1.2 [6j.)) Contradiction occur as F is nonelementary. • 
Theorem 3.2. Let F < Isom+{m) be nonelementary and discrete. Suppose 
� e r y T-mvarmnt positive superharmonic function on ET is constant Then all 
V-invariant conformal density is a constant multiply of the area density A. 
P^oof. Let M 二 (/i^) be a nontrivial F-invariant D-conformal density, where D e 
(0, n-l]. Consider u{z) = Ai.(Soo), then Au - -D[n 一 D - l)u as P satisfy the 
same relation. (By Theorem 5.13 [23].) Therefore u is superharmonic and hence 
= C,\/z e M � w h e r e C is a constant. Therefore An = ~D{n-D- 1)?/ = 0 
and hence D = n ~ 1 as M is nontrivial. By Proposition 3.6, we must have 
M = CA. • 
Chapter 4 
Patterson construction and 
decomposition 
In this chapter, we continue the study of conformal density of last chapter and 
make use of the knowledge of Poincare scries to have some constructions which 
will lead to some theorems tha t are similar to our main result. Most of the basic 
idea can be acquire from chapter 3, [23] and here we will illustrate the work of 
Shalen and Culler[13] on the extension of these idea. 
4.1 Pat te rson construction 
In this section, we will introduce Poincare scries together with its properties and 
some extensions by following Shalen and Culler's method, where these kind of 
27 
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method is first introduced by Patterson. 
Defin i t ion 4.1. IV c 迎‘'is called uniformly discrete if there exists e > 0 such 
that d{z,w) > e，\fz,w G W. 
Remark, e is called modulus of discreteness for W. Tw is uniformly discrete 
Viz; G if r < Isom+{m^) is discrete. 
Defin i t ion 4.2. Let W C W be uniformly discrete. Then W =WU Aw cW 
with Aw C §oo. Aiy is called the limit set of W. 
By Theorem 5.3.9 [6]，we have the following lemma: 
L e m m a 4.1. Let T he a Kleiman group, w e M^. Let W = Fw. Then A = 
We now introduce what Poincare series is: 
Defin i t ion 4.3. Let z e I H P， s � 0， C I F be uniformly discrete. The Poincare 
series for W is: 
：二 Ee-(明). 
From now on, we assume is the Poincare： series for a given uniformly 
discrete set W unless other specify. By the propert ies of exponential function, we 
have: 
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Proposition 4.1. Vz, z' G 皿“，> 5 > 0. 
By Theorem 1.6.1 [23], we have: 
L e m m a 4.2. There exists unique D e [0, n - 1] such that \fz 6 迎“，we have: 
� <oo,ys> D; 
(II) = oo, VO < 5 < L>. 
Rema/rk Such D is called critical exponent of W and it is independent of z by 
Proposition 4.1. 
For our usage, we want to modify Poincare series by using adjus tment functions. 
Def in i t ion 4.4. f : [0, oo) R is an adjustment functions if: (%) f ts C\ (ii) 
/(O) - 0，(ill) 0 < /,(/:) < 1，V/: > 0 and (iv) lim f i t ) = 1. 
t 一 oo 
Then we defind E(/, z, 5) ：二 [ e - V / : [0, 00) — R adjustment func-
tion. 
Here we write down the construction of a suitable adjustment function now, so 
tha t we can use the modified Poincare series to form a Borel measure and hencc 
a conformal density. 
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L e m m a 4.3. Let D be the critical exponent of the given discrete set W. Then 
there exists an adjustment function f such that \/z e 皿几，we have: 
!；(/, z, s) < oo, ys > D 
= oo, VO < 5 < D. 
/Voo/. Firstly, we observe tha t > Vs as / � < t. Therefore it 
is t rue when s < D. For s > D, as lim f{t) = 1, there exists k < 旦 < 1 C gR 
t—OO S ‘ 
such tha t E ( / , z，s) < sk) < oo. Therefore we only need to consider the 
case when s = D. 
Case 1： D = 0 
We define f as identity map, then E ( / , z, 0) oo as | i y | = oo. 
Case 2: D > 0 
As E{f,z,D) 二 oo for some z e W lead to the conclusion S(/,z，Z)) = oo, 
� z 6 we may fix a ^ E first. 
Define = V m G N. Let s ^ =沒爪仏 Vm G N. As 0 < < D, we 
have T.{z,Sm) = oo. Therefore there exists X^ C W with 丨义爪| < oo such tha t 
E e—•^-"(々 ⑴）> m, Vm. Define = 扮)}, R爪=max w), 爪—i + 1}, 
Vm > 1. Then we have oo as m -> oo and d{z, w) < R爪,Vz e X爪.Le t 
： [0, oo) — [0, oo) be continuous, monotone increasing function such that : 
P{Rm) = Om, Vm G N and f5{t) < 1, V^  > 0 
For example, we may take ,3 to be the piecewise linear function that satisfies 
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the conditions. Define f(t) = J^ p{x)dx. Then / � < 6丄 VO < ^ < R 阶 
Therefore f{d(w,z))D < 6rnDd{w,z) = Srnd{w,z), \/w 6 X叫 d{w,z) < R饥. 
Therefore E ( / , z, D) > 二 e - D f �一、 > ^ e—-•’力 > m. As ^ = oo, wc 
weXm W^Xrr,. 
have !：(/: z, D) = oo. 口 
From now on, we always assume f is an adjustment function consructed in Lemma 
4.3 unless other specify. 
Let 5 be a countable collection of subsets of W, W e B. Then VV e B, we can 
defind a Boreal measure on 丽几 by: 
：= e—•.彻("，州 
wEV 
Then the total mass < E ( / , s) with equality hold when V = VV. With these 
setting, we have the following lemma. 
L e m m a 4.4. Let zq G I F be given. Then there exists {sj)^^^ such that: 
(i) Sj > D, Vj and lim Sj = D; 
j — OO 
� W 6 B，E(/, zo, converge weakly to a Borel measure on IF. 
/Voo/. Let (^ OzGN be a sequence satisfy (i). As total mass of 卻 ， < 
1, there exists a subsequence of S(/， 2：。，力Vv；办 t h a t converge weakly. As B 
is countable, we can apply diagonalization to finish the proof. 口 
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For simplicity, assume Qs))鄉 satisfies the result of Lemma 4.4, then we let C.j ：二 
E( / , zo.Sj), to be the weak limit, where zo G IHT" is assumed to be given. 
Then we have C] oo as j oo. (..• Sj -> /：) as j oo.) 
L e m m a 4.5. VK G B, sup办如、)c Soo. 
P则 f . Let 1/ G i r c HP be compact, then 勿，〜 < n K], \ / j e N. 
Therefore 念"y，孙�.(/T) < ^ j V n — 0 as j — � . T h e r e f o r e c 
o^o- 口 
We end this section with the following main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 4.1. Let W c M'' be uniformly discrete, = oo. Let B he a 
countable collection of subsets of W, W G B. Then 3 D G [0，n — 1]，{Mv)veB, 
Mv IS D-conformal density o/IHT，W e B such that: 
(i) M\v is nontrivial. 
k k � Let be disjoint, V = [JVi. Then My = "^My.. 
1=1 
M Let V ^ be isometry such that-f{V) G B. ThenY{M^{v)) 二 
My. 
M Let V e B. Then supp{Mv) C limit set of V. 
Remark. As a conscquence of (iv), we have h4v is trivial if V is finite. 
P制f. By Lemma 4.4 and 4.5, consider the Poincare model, there exists D e 
O.n — 1], /iv/,0 Borcl measure on §oo, VK G B. By Proposition 3.3, there exists 
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imiqiic conformal density My = {ji'yJ such tha t / I ' v ,�= /iv/，o, VK G B. Now 
wo only need to show (i)-(iv) arc satisfied. 
(i) By our constuction of in Lemma 4.4, we have total mass of = 1. 
k ‘ 
(1) Let V = [J V, V^ e B. Then by our construction, we must have /乂。= 
i=l ‘ 
2^ / 4 , 0 - Then by Proposition 3.3, we also have "/乂： = Vz e Soo. There-
i—1 •. 
k “ 
fore My = y^^My.. 
？：二 1 
(iii) Let 1/ G 7 G Isom+{W) such tha t 7 ( \ / ) G B. Let s > D, then 
二 吉X] 6-_(咖)"(。)))7*(�(―）="；^，。，s as 7 are isometry and 
wev ‘ 
l { y ) C Then it is true with similar reason of (ii). 
(iv) By our construction, c V U Ay. As c §00, we must 
have supp{fi'y^^) C Ay. 口 
By Theorem 4.1, we have: 
Corol lary 4.1. Let T < /som+(IfF) be nonelementary and discrete. Then there 
•ts T-invariant nontrivial conformal density M for HP with supp{M) = A(r). 
4.2 Pa t te r son decomposition 
In this section, we study the usage of the result obtained in the last section on 
proving some theorem that is similar to our main result. 
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Lemma 4.6. Let V he a Kleinmn group which is free on a generating set G, 
2 < IG'I < 00. Xe^ ^ = c U G—i c r , Zo e H3. Then there exists D G [0,2], 
M = � a r-invanant D_conformal density for M^^ (v寸句 a family of Borel 
measure on S^o such that: 
� f^zoi^oo) = 1； 
� f^zo =[、； 
问 f s J � z o ) D d � - i = 1 - /Soo � 
Suppose G = and zq e /(f,")，then we have: 
问 fso.如二 J s � — J � = J � d v , . 
尸 • / . Let 1 ^ 7 G r, then 7 =功1 .•.功fc, / c � 0 , 你 e 少，也+i + This repre-
sentation is unique and we call iPi the initial letter of 7. Let J冲••二 {j eT ： initial 
letter of 7 =功}’ 功 G 少 . T h e n r = j j J ^U{ 1 } . Let W = r z o = U V^IK^o}, 
where V冲=J* Let B = {U 1 々 ，U V^ UUo}：屯，C Then \B\ < 00 
as \G\ < 00. By Theorem 4.1, there exists D 6 [0, 2], {My)y^B satisfy the result 
of 4.1. Let (/i,) = M = Mw, v^ 二 fiv如where My, = (jiv如z). Then M is 
r-iiivariant Z^-conformal and we only need to check (i)-(iv). 
(i) By multiplying a constant, we may assume //勿(S^o) = 1. 
(11) = fJ'W.zo = fi{zo},zo + E 〜，zo = E /〜’，卻.(By Theorem 4.1 (ii).) 
中 功e少 
(iii) We have V人/功 i = T - J冲,‘桑]=VK - K/,. Therefore H, — V小= 
U K// e B. By Theorem 4.1 (iii), 
wc have: 
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M�一 = V,*(M/,v;’—i) 二 r{Mw-v,.) = r{M — yiAg. 
As a result, we have: 
"v;.-i，々 -i(z。）二 •*�Pzo — = —〜)• 
As d �奶 、 = . ) � 〜 厂 1 = 奶dv中we have: 
/ s o o 入?’ • ^ 。〜 = i s ⑴ drifizo - = 1 - f ‘ dv^. 
( iv) Let G = { f ,77} , zq G r = t ] . T h e n as r^r = ( ― 丄 and rrjr = 
we have tTt = F, tJ^t = J^-i and tJ”丁 = Hence we have K -^x = 
Therefore r*My^ = 丁、= v�—�(••• t(zo) = Zo.) So we have f � d v " = 
/soo 叙Similarly, f � c ^ - 1 = f � d v r j is also true. • 
L e m m a 4.7. Let {X,B) be a measurable space. Let fi, fj^o be measure of {X. B) 
< 00 and 0 < fio < Let C e B such that 12(C) > /2o{X). 
Let f ： X ^ [0,oo) be measurable such that inff{C) > supf{X 一 C). Then 
fx < /,； fdfi. 
/Voo/. Define /ii = p —叫.Then fj^ is a measure of (X, B), /i： > 0 and we have: 
鄉�X -C) = /io(X) - /io(C) < f,{C) — "0(C) = "1(C). 
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/ 协0 = / fdiM) + / fdfio 
Jx Jc Jx—c 
< / /咖。+ sup ( / ) / i� ( X — (7) 
Jc xex-c 
Jc 
< [ f d f i 
Jc 
• 
In the rest of this section, we prove three important results of this section following 
Shalen and Culler's method. 
L e m m a 4.8. Let a, 6 G M such that a < \ and {)< h < 1. Let 7 G 
/som+(]Hl3)，2： G Suppose v is a measure on S^ such that: 
问 < a； 
问 J�Kzdv > b. 
Then 7 W ) > | log 
/Voo/. Let h - d{z, -f{z)), c = coshh, s = sinhh. Then = ( c -5cos 
Let 00 二 arccos (1 — 2a), C - {f G §00 ： > (/>�}. Then we have: 
By Lemma 4.7, wc will have: 
b ^ /soo Kzdv < 
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Therefore 7 ^ ) > | log 
• 
Theorem 4.2. Let T be a Kleinian group which is free on a generating set G such 
脑 2<k<oo, where k = \G\. Suppose M = CmA, where Cm is a constant, 
VF-invariant conformal density M. Then 
> \ \og{{k-l){2k-l)), VzgIHI^ 
Proo/. By Lemma 4.6，there exists D G [0,2], M =("丄（t；功)极屯 satisfy the 
result of 4.6. Here we take 少=GUG'^ AS M 二 CmA, we have D = 2. 
By Lemma 4.6(i), = 1 Cm = 1 and M = A. By Lemma 4.6(ii), 
1 = E � ( S � ) 二 Therefore there exists <^0 G G such tha t 
扶 G 
< I Hence there exists e {fo, Co"^} such tha t v^^(Soo) < 备. 
Then we can apply Lemma 4.8 with 2 = z。，7 二妙0’ a =丄， 6 = 1 — As a 
•2/j /c 
result d[z, ^Po{z)) > ^ log {{k — l){2k — 1)). Therefore we have: 
m a x 6/(2：, ^ ( z ) ) > I l o g ((A: — l){2k 一 1))，Mz e ff. 
• 
With similar method used in Theorem 4.2, we also have: 
Theorem 4.3. Let G be loxodromic. Suppose V =〈f,"〉is 
—她—/厂沈 0几？ — T]. Suppose M = CmA, where Cm is a constant，VP-
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invariant conformal density M. Then max (t^O, t/(>，'"(>))) > log 3, Vz G 
H3. 
Proof- Let I 二 1(^,7]). By Proposition 2.1, we know that we only have to show 
max{d(z,^{z)),d{z,rj{z))) > log3，\/z G I. Now let z e L By Lemma 4.6(ii) and 
(iv), we have: 
1 = 2y;^ (Soo) + 
So, we may assume < I By Lemma 4.6 (iii) and (iv), we have: 
J s � � 2 — i ’ > — 1 ( S � ) 
Then we can apply Lemma 4.8 with v = v^, j = f—i, a 二 b = As a result 
d{z,i{z)) > log 3. Therefore we have: 




. // \ 
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Chapter 5 
Bonahon surfaces and Grided 
surfaces 
In this chapter, we quoto many results of Bonahon [8], Canary [9], Chuckrow 
12] and Thurs ton [27] about Bonahon surfaces and grided surface. Wi th these 
results, Shalen and Culler provide us some conditions to ensure the hypothesis 
of Theorem 3.2 hold by stat ing Proposition 5.6. Theorem 5.1 is proved for more 
complicated case when we cannot apply Theorem 5.6 directly. 
39 
Mai-guhs Number for Hyperbolic S-manifolds 4 � 
5.1 Bonahon surfaces 
In this section, we write down some definitions about Bonahon surface in a given 
manifold. The features of a Bonahon surface provide some information about the 
corresponding manifold. 
Let E be a closed 2-manifold, M be a manifold. Let tz be a generator of 
Z/2) . Let / : S 一 M. Then we have the following definitions: 
Defin i t ion 5.1. f is null-homologous if f八u) G H2{M-,Z/2) is trivial 
Defin i t ion 5.2. Let f .. Y： M, p e M - / ( E ) . Then P is called strictly en-
closed by f if f^u) G H2{M - {p};Z/2) is nontrivial 
P 仏 enclosed by f if p e / ( E ) or p is strictly enclosed by / . 
K C M compact is enclosed by f if p is enclosed by f , \/p g K. 
By Section 8.12 [27], and Theorem 9.1 [9], we have: 
Proposi t ion 5.1. Let T be a Kleiman group without parabohcs such that 
M ( r ) = yv(r). Let E, be closed 2-manifold Vj G N. Let f] ： E, — M such 
—t V/C C M(r) compact, K is enclosed by some J). Suppose 3V > 0 such that 
VolinbhdiifjiEj))) < !/，\/j G N. Then every positive superharmonic function 
on M IS constant. 
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Then wo introduce what virtual triangulation is. Lot A^ be a A;-simplex, X be a 
topological space. 
Def in i t ion 5.3. 0 ： A^' A' is a virtual k-simplex in X if 小 is injective on each 
face of A''. 
办,於,define same virtual simplex if 3 isomorphism I between them such that 
小 O I =([)'. 
小丨：— X IS called a face of cf) : A X if 3 isomorphism / : A, — A a face of 
A such that cj) o I =小‘. 
/ r?i(0(A)) ：二 0(/n力(A))，dimension of (P{A) ：二 dimension of A. 
Then we have: 
Def in i t ion 5.4. A virtual triangulation of E is a collection (�of virtual simpUces 
such that: 
(%) $ contains the faces of each simplex in 
问 ^ � the disjoint union of the interiors of the virtual simpUces in 少。 
We use the following convention: 
skdiiX：) union of the interior of all virtual simplices of dimension < i. 
virtual 0-simplex is called vertices. 
A 1-simplex cp is called degenerate if 0 is a trivial loop. 
A virtual triangulation is nondegenerate if it has no degenerate 1-simplex. 
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As if there is a homeomorphism between a simplex and hyperbolic space, it will 
induce a hyperbolic structure on the simplex. Therefore, we have something 
called Piecewise hyperbolic structure. 
Defin i t ion 5.5. A piecewise hyperbolic structure on a virtual triangulated surface 
S IS a family of hyperbolic structure on E such that any two induced linear metrics 
agree. 
Then we denote to be the angle at a vertex w induced by a virtual 2-simplex 
Let X G E, we have the following definitions: 
X] Qvj[<p) if X is a vertex 
(p{w)=X 
Defin i t ion 5.6. ar ：= < n -r . 
if X e intT>, X not a vertex 
TT if X e dT^, X not a vertex 
V 
( 
ax - 27r if X e intJ2 
excess(x):= < 
a^ - n if X e dT^ 
\ 
X IS a singular point if ex cess {x) + 0. 
工 IS a corner if ex cess (x) < 0 and x G <91；. 
stngE := {.7； 6 I； : .7； is singular point }. 
Then we can define ultrahyperbolic surface. 
Defin i t ion 5.7. A ultrahyperbolic surface is a piecewise hyperbolic surface with 
excess{x) > 0, Vx G intE. 
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Let E be a ultrahyperbolic surface, p G E. Then wc have the following definitions： 
— � t ( p ) ：= 1 台 PG 丄fbased at p 一；軌 where PG s tand for piecewise geodesic. 
E/ {peE: short{p) e /}，VI C (0, 00]. 
S(o,e] e-thin par t of E. 
length{-f) modulo E(o,e] ：= length、，-呢…)). 
modulo E(。，〈 ：二 inf lengthM modulo S⑴小 
7 PG connecting x,y ' J 
diameter of E modulo E(o,,] ：二 sup d{x, y) modulo E ^ d -
‘ J 
Then by Lemma 1.10 [8], we have: 
Propos i t ion 5.2. Let g 6 N，t > 0. Then there exists D{g,e) e R such that 
d^arneter ofE modulo E(o,e] < D{g, e), V closed ultrahyperbolic surface E of genus 
9-
Def in i t ion 5.8. Let M{V) he a complete hyperbolic manifold. Let E be a virtually 
triangulated surface. / : S -> M ( r ) is hyperboUcally simplicial ： A - > E vir-
s德Plex, = admits a continuous lift U such that /诊(A) is a hyperbolic 
simplex and either (i) r i zm / ^A ) < dmiA or (ii) 了小 is a homeomorphism. 
Re丽k. f is called nondegenerate if (ii) holds V virtual simplex. We denote 
/ ) to be the surface E with induced s t ruc ture from f and is called hyperbol-
ically simplicial surface in M. 
Below we will write down the definition of Bonahon surface. 
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Defin i t ion 5.9. Let (S, / ) be a nondegenerate hyperboUcally simplicial surface 
饥 M. (S, / ) IS called a Bonahon surface if there exists closed 1-manifold S c Y： 
—t ske 购 cS c skeh{E). (E, / ) is called e-incompressible if f o ^ ts 
homotopically nontrivial in M, V PG closed curve 7 ： S^  -> E, 7 homotopically 
nontrivial with length{^) < e. 
By Lemma 1.8 [8], we have: 
Proposi t ion 5.3. Let (E, / ) he a Bonahon surface m a complete hyperbolic man-
ifold M. Then the PH structure induced by f is ultrahyperboUc. 
By lemma 8.2 [9], we have: 
Propos i t ion 5.4. Let g G N，e > 0. Then there exists V{g,e) G R such that 
Vol(nbhdi(f{E))) < V(g,e), ye-incompressible Bonahon surface (S,/) of genus 
9 饥 a complete hyperbolic ^-manifold M. 
By above propositions, we can prove the following proposition. 
Propos i t ion 5.5. Let r be a Kleiman group without parabolics and M ( r ) 二 
咽.Suppose 3^1,…gk G N, 6 > 0 such that MK c M ( r ) , K is enclosed by one 
叨here (S^,/,) is e-incompressible Bonahon surface with 
ge蘭 < g,. Then every positive superharmomc function on M(r) is constant. 
P—f . By Proposition 5.4，wc have Vol{nhhd,{f,(：£,))) < e), where g[ is the 
genus of E,. Let 1/ = maxjV(g^, e)}. Then we have voi(nbhdi(/,(E,))) < V, 
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VI < / < k. Therefore we can get the result by applying Proposition 5.1. • 
In fact by Theorem 8.1 and Theorem 9.1 [9], we have the following result which 
will be used to prove our main result. 
Propos i t i on 5.6. Let F be a Kleiman group without paraboUcs and M{T) 二 
7V(r). Suppose r IS topologically tame. Then every positive superharmomc func-
tion on M(r) is constant. 
Propos i t i on 5.7. Let M be a 3-mamfold with an involution T such that ev-
en/ connected component of FixT is homeomorphic to R. Let (E, / ) he a null-
homologus hyperboUcally simpUcial surface m M. Let Tj： be an orientation-
preserving involution of E such that f o Tj： = T o f . Suppose 3 component L 
of FixT such that there are exactly two fixed points v+ andv— ofTj： with /(>+)， 
6 L. Let s be the compact arc m L bounded by f{v+) and /(>—). Then s 
is enclosed by (E, / ) . 
/Voo/. Let pesn (M — / ( S ) ) . As (E, / ) is null-homologus, we have \r\L)\ = 
where k e Z. Let L+ and L— be the components of L - {p} containing 
/(!；+) and f{v_) respectively. (... L is homeomorphic to R.) Note that we have 
is invarant under T^ as / o T”(/—i(L+)) = T o f{f-\L+)) = L+ and 
= f ~ \ v + ) only. Therefore | / - i ( L+ ) | is odd and so as As a. 
result p is strictly enclosed by / . Hence s is enclosed by (E, / ) . 口 
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5.2 Grided surfaces 
In this section, we want to study some theorem related to grided surfaces which 
is helpful for us to solve the most difficult case in our main theorem. 
Defin i t ion 5.10. Let e > 0, M ( r ) be a complete hyperbolic manifold. Let (S, / ) 
6e a nondegenerate hyperhoUcally simpUcial surface. Let S C he a closed 1-
mamfold. (E, /, S) is called an e-girded surface in M if: 
(i) skek{T.) C.S C skeh[E); 
(叫 Each component ofE- S is homeomorphic to a sphere with 3 punctures; 
问 f\s 化 geodesic, length{f\c) < f； V component C of S; 
M /U induces f , : 7Ti{R) — 7Ti{M) injective, V component R of J：- S. 
Remark From the definition, we also have f\c are reparametrization of closed 
geodesies and said to be carried by (E, / , S). S has - 3 components, where g 
is the genus of E. 
For a girded surface, wc have the following propositions: 
Propos i t ion 5.8. Let e be a Margulis number for M. Let (E, /，S) be an ^-girded 
surface in M. Then (E./) is ^-incompressible. 
Proposi t ion 5.9. Let M be a hyperbolic 3-mamfold and let e be a Margulis 
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number for M. Let be an girded surface of total genus y in M. Let 
7i, Ik he the distinct geodesies earned by (S, /, S). Let T, be the component of 
y\/(o,e] containing 7,-. Then / ( S ) C nhhdoiTi U …UTk), where D = D{g, as m 
Proposition 5.2. 
Proof. By Proposition 5.2, diameter of E modulo E(o,i] < D. Therefore E c 
nthdoi^io,!]). As f is distance-decreasing, (By Lemma 2.6.1 [16]), we have 
/ ( S ) C f{nbhdD{E^o4])) C nbhdDU'i^io^]))-
Let X G 11(0,f], 7 be a closd curve passing through x such tha t 7 is nontrivial in 
^ and length、，) < Then we can consider the following cases. 
Case 1: j n S 
Then we have x G nhhdL{S). As a result, there is some i such tha t f{x) G 
nbhd由0 C M(o,e]. Therefore f{x) e 7]. 
Case 2: 7 门 = 0. 
Then J c R component of E - ^ and therefore 7 is nontrivial in R. (By Definition 
5.10 (iv).) Therefore there exists C C 7 simple closed curve which is nontrivial 
in R. By Definition 5.10 (ii), there exists C component of S such that C parallel 
C. As length{-f) < 悬，we have length[C') < f and .t G nhhd,{C'). Therefore 
there exists loop i base at .x, freely homotopic to C and lengthW) < Then 
< and freely homotopic to for some 二 C. Hence ,(7,) C J]. 
As a result, /(；/；) e T,. 
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Therefore / ( E ) c nbhdD{Ti U … U 7):) 口 
Def in i t ion 5.11. Let (E, /，S) be an e-girded surface m M, K G M. (E, / , S) is 
called enclose K if f ) is null-homologous and enclose K. 
Def in i t ion 5.12. A complete hyperbolic 3-mamfold M is called girded if there 
e 工似 s g eZ, pe M such that for all e > 0, there exists e-girded surface (E, /，S) 
of total genus < g and (E, / , S) enclose p. 
Propos i t ion 5.10. Let M be a complete hyperbohs 3-mamfold. Suppose M is 
girded. Then every positive superharmic function on M is constant. 
In the remaining section we will use the following notaion: 
V^ ：= PSL2{C) X PSL2(Cy, 
D ：二 {(?, v) ^ y ••�f: v) is a Kleinian group, free of rank 2}: 
NP ••= e D : (^,77) without parabolics }; 
G F := {(f，r/) e D : (^,77) is a geometrically finite group without parabolics }; 
B frontier of GF in V = W - GF. 
Remark. D is closed, GF is open in V. (By [12].) 
Then we state some related results. 
L e m m a 5.1. Let ((, ") e B. Suppose (E, / ) is a hyperbolic simplicial surface in 
MiMyrf)). Then (E, / ) is null-homologous. 
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P—. Wc have _ 吼 ' , / � ) ; Z/2)兰 1職,r/) ； Z /2) 二 0 as , / � i s free. • 
By Corollary 1.5 [22], we have the following propositions. 
Propos i t ion 5.11. NP n B is a dense Gs set m B. 
Propos i t ion 5.12. There exists a C dense m B such that , 77) g C, (<^ ,77) sat-
咖s 7]) IS free Kleiman group, “ � i s geometrically finite and (i魂,r]} 
three distinct conjugacy classes of cuspidal subgroup. 
Let zo e M3 be chosen. Let ( � e D, then there exists / ( f ’ " ) and n by 
Proposition 2.3. Then z G is called a reference point if either one of 
the following: 
(i) preimage of z G and closest to zq] 
(ii) preimage of z G ^{1(^7])) and closest to z。； 
(iii) preimage of z G viKC.v)) and closest to zq. 
Propos i t ion 5.13. Let (a,b) e D such that (a,b) satisfies (n),(Ui) of Proposition 
5.7么 Let € > 0. Then there exists U = U,{a,b) C B neighborhood of (a, b) such 
航 G NPnU, there exists a connected e-girded surface of genus 2 in 
力《〈<?，"〉) which encloses at least one reference point of A f ( � f 77〉). 
The main result of this section is: 
Theorem 5.1. There exists a dense Gs-set C in B such that for all (^,77) e C, 
(f, rf) is girded. 
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Proof- By Proposition 5.12 and 5.13, there exists W, = (J [/,(a,b) open and 
(a,b)ec 
dense in B, Ve > 0. Then by Proposition 5.11, the set 
c；'= iV/^ n B n (门 = TVi^  n (门 i/Fi) 
neN ^ n6N “ 
satisfies the requirment. • 
Chapter 6 
Margulis number of Hyperbolic 
Manifolds 
In this chapter, we study about how Theorem 6.1 and our main result Theorem 
6.3 can be proved by using the previous results. As our concerning case is closed, 
orientable hyperbolic 3-manifold, we only have to consider torsion free discrete 
group without parabolics. 
6.1 Geomertrically finite groups 
In this section, we mainly deal with 2-generating torsion free discrete group with-
out parabolics and prove some corresponding result. 
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By Proposition 3 and Theorem A [5] and p.59 [20], we have: 
Propos i t i on 6.1. Let Lsom+OK” 概th Cv + vC Suppose (f,//) is torsion 
/ree，discrete, topologically tame, noncocompact and contains no paraboUcs. Then 
v) is a free group on ^ and rj. 
Propos i t i on 6.2. Let ^r] e with & • t / ^ Suppose〈<^，"〉is torsion 
/ree，discrete, topologically tame, noncocompact and contains no pambohcs. Then 
either (<^,77) is geometrically finite or = 
L e m m a 6.1. Let T he a Kleiman group contains no paraboUcs and is free on 
generators f , " . Suppose T is topologically tame and M{T) = 7V(r). Then 
> log3，Vz e H^. 
尸roo/. By Proposit ion 5.6，we have Proposit ion 3.2 holds and hence Theorem 4.3 
valid. Therefore m^x{diz., ^{z)), d{z,r]{z))) > log 3，\Jz G • 
L e m m a 6.2. Let T be a Kleiman group contains no paraboUcs and is free on gen-
erators^,r]. Suppose T is geometrically finite. Then max(c/(z, ^{z)), d{z, rj{z))) > 
log 3，Vz G e ^ 
P — . Let z e M3. Define / ： K -> R by m , r f ) = max ⑷之，f �），圳 "�)）• 
Then f is continuous and our aim is to show tha t / > log3 on GF. Firstly, 
by dicretencss, we can show tha t mimimum of f is not occur on GF. Then we 
consider the dense set CmB from Theorem 5.1. As 77) is girded, G C, 
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wc know that from Proposition 5.10, Theorem 4.3 is valid. As a result, wc have 
( ( 巧 > log3 as f is continuous. Therefore md.-K{d{z,i{z)), d{z,r]{z))) > log3， 
Vz G 皿3. • 
The main theorem of this section is: 
Theorem 6.1. Let & G with � ^ rj^. Suppose (<e,7/) is torsion 
/ree，discrete, topologically tame, noncocompact and contains no parabohcs. Then 
max(tiO’ 制),d(2:,"(2：))) > log3, Mz e 蔽 
P彻f . By Proposition 6.1 and 6.2, we have (^,77) satisfies either Lemma 6.1 or 
6.2 and both cases lead to the conclusion ^{z)), d{z,r]{z))) > log 3. • 
6.2 Margulis number of Closed Hyperbol ic Manifolds 
In this last section，we illustrate how the main theorem can be proved. 
Theorem 6.2. Let M(F) he a closed, orientable hyperbolic 3-mamfold such that 
rank{Hi{M;Q)) > 3. Then every 2-generator subgroup of T is noncocompact 
and topologically tame. 
/Voo/. Let�e，77�< r be a 2-generator subgroup. As rank{Hi{M]Q)) > 3, we 
know that〈（77�has infinite index. Therefore M((f,77)) is not compact. As〈《，"〉 
is finitely generated, it must be topologically tame. (By Theorem 10.2 [2].) O 
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Theorem 6.3. Let M he a closed, orientable hyperbolic 3-mamfold such that 
rank{Hi{M-Q)) > 3. Then log 3 is a Margulis number for M. 
As the assumptions of Theorem 6.2 hold, we may apply it and hence find 
tha t the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 also holds because the thin part does not 
contain cusps as M is compact. Then we can apply Theorem 6.1 and get the 
required result. 口 
As the Tameness Theorem is proved by Agol in 2004, we can get a further result 
according to Shalen and Culler tha t log 3 is a Margulis number for all closed, 
orientable hyperbolic 3-manifold whose fundamental group has no 2-generator 
subgroup of finite index. 
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